An introduction to animal learning for working
dog users
What is this note about?
This note provides a basic introduction to the main principles of animal learning. It explains the different types of
learning that may occur during working dog training and deployment, and what relevant scientific terms mean. It
provides suggestions for how to use this knowledge to improve working dog capability.

Who is this note relevant for?
All dog trainers and other personnel responsible for training and deploying working dogs, or who deliver handler
training courses.

Introduction

Types of learning during working dog training

What is learning?

Understanding different types of learning is important to
optimise working dog training and operational
performance, resolve issues and ensure good welfare.
Table 1 summarises key types of learning, which are
explained in more detail below. Dog handlers and
trainers will routinely apply some of the principles
described, even if they are unfamiliar with the scientific
terms.

Learning is a change in an animal’s knowledge or
behaviour in response to a stimulus (or ‘stimuli’ if there
are more than one). A stimulus can be any kind of event
or change that the animal sees, hears, feels or smells
(e.g. changes in the environment like encountering a
new object, sound or odour; changes in its own
physiology such as feeling full or tired; changes in the
actions of other animals including humans). Learning can
occur gradually over time, or occur very rapidly if the
consequence of the stimulus has an important impact on
the animal. Learning often results in long-lasting changes
in memory and behaviour, but it can sometimes be
forgotten or reversed to some extent.

Innate behaviours
Some behaviours do not need to be learnt. They are
either already present at birth or ‘instinctively’
develop later. For example, dogs do not need to learn
how to bark, dig or mark their territory. Reflexes are
very simple examples of innate behaviours (e.g.
scratching reflex). Innate behaviours can sometimes
be changed by learning.

Animals learn every day throughout their lives. It is
important to keep in mind that a working dog is learning
all the time, not just during training sessions, and this
could either have a beneficial or negative effect on its
working ability depending on what learning takes place.
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Table 1: Summary of key types of learning relevant to working dogs, with examples.
Habituation
A dog gradually learns to ignore/accept something that
they often encounter if it is not important to them (i.e.
nothing good or bad happens).
Example: A dog gradually learns to ignore the sound of
building work in a nearby location.
Imprinting
A puppy rapidly develops a strong attachment to a
particular person, animal or object by spending time with
them during a critical period in early puppyhood.
Example: A dog has a strong bond with a particular
person who raised it as a puppy.

Sensitisation
Rather than getting used to something over time
(habituating), a dog reacts more strongly each time it
encounters a stimulus, even if it has no direct effect on
them.
Example: A dog becomes increasingly fearful of
firework ‘bangs’ each time it hears them.
Social learning
A dog learns a specific behaviour by watching, or
interacting with, other dogs, animals or humans that are
carrying out the behaviour.
Example: A dog learns to search inside a box after
watching other dogs search inside it.
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Classical conditioning
A dog has an existing innate response to a certain
meaningful stimulus, but doesn’t respond to another
‘neutral’ stimulus. When the neutral stimulus occurs just
before, or together with, the meaningful stimulus enough
times, the dog learns that they are linked. Once learning
has occurred, the neutral stimulus alone causes the dog
to respond in the same way as it does to the meaningful
stimulus.
Example: A dog’s handler whistles when putting a food
bowl down for the dog. Over time, the dog learns to
associate the whistle with food and feels excited and
salivates when it hears the whistling alone.

Operant conditioning
A dog learns that its actions cause a consequence that
it either likes (which increases/strengthens the
behaviour) or dislikes (which decreases/weakens the
behaviour).
Example: A dog learns that if it indicates next to the
odour of explosives it gets a ball reward, strengthening
this behaviour.

gradually increase the volume in stages as long as
the dog remains happy).

Habituation
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Habituation occurs when a dog’s response to something
gradually reduces with repeated encounters. The
stimulus may be something that the dog is initially fearful
of, or excited by, but is something that does not have an
important consequence for the dog (i.e. nothing directly
happens to the dog that it likes or dislikes). As the dog
encounters the stimulus repeatedly, with no significant
consequence occurring, it learns to accept or ignore it
and stops reacting. Habituation is important in any
situation where a dog trainer wishes to accustom the dog
to accept or not respond excessively to something, for
example:
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New working environments (e.g. new buildings,
escalators, different floor surfaces etc.).



Unfamiliar people (e.g. wearing unusual clothing,
large groups, excited children, people doing
unfamiliar activities).



Loud noises (e.g. vehicles, machinery, music).



Handling and transport (e.g. being picked up,
entering its vehicle cage, being transported in a
moving vehicle, harness being put on and worn,
husbandry and veterinary checks).



Other animals (e.g. other dogs, farm animals,
birds).



Odours the handler does do not want the dog to be
distracted by during search activity (e.g. food,
cleaning products, perfume, vehicle odours).

Some of the main principles of successful habituation
include:


Starting to gradually introduce a wide range of new
stimuli at a young age, as part of a planned puppy
programme.



Introducing a stimulus at a low level at first and
gradually increasing the intensity (e.g. present quiet
sounds until the dog learns to ignore them, then

 Regularly allowing the dog to encounter something
to help maintain habituation (e.g. checking dogs’
teeth, tail, paws etc. regularly to maintain
habituation to these events). In contrast, if dogs
only rarely or infrequently encounter a stimulus it is
unlikely that they will habituate to it (e.g. a dog that
encounters a loud forklift truck twice a year may
show fear reactions to it every time).

Sensitisation
Sensitisation is when a dog’s response to a stimulus
increases with repeated encounters. Like habituation, the
stimulus may be something that does not have a direct
positive or negative consequence for the dog (i.e.
nothing directly happens to the dog that it likes or
dislikes). Working dogs can become sensitised to certain
things in the operational environment (e.g. loud noises,
machinery, fireworks bangs, people) if these are not
introduced gradually, at a low intensity level, and as part
of an overall positive experience for the dog (see
habituation and associative learning sections). Fear
responses can sometimes become extreme, to the point
where they are like a ‘phobia’.
If a dog appears to be becoming sensitised to something
such as a loud noise (i.e. fear reactions are increasing
rather than decreasing), the advice on habituation
(above) can be applied to try to gradually accustom the
dog to the stimulus. Sensitisation problems can be
difficult to overcome, and if the problem persists or
worsens then it may be beneficial to seek guidance from
a certified clinical animal behaviourist [1].
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Imprinting
Imprinting is where puppies rapidly learn attachment to
another dog, person, animal or object (Figure 1). It is
thought that puppies imprint most strongly in the first few
weeks and months of life, though it is not definitively
known exactly when this imprinting period starts and
ends. This in one reason is why it is important to begin
an effective puppy socialisation programme from birth.
It should be noted that some detection dog users refer to
‘imprinting’ dogs when training them to detect new
odours for the first time. This process involves
associative learning (see below), not imprinting in the
scientific sense.

Social learning
Social learning is a broad term for when dogs learn
something from watching or interacting with other dogs
and humans. We still do not fully understand what
behaviours dogs can or cannot learn through social
learning. However, it would be best practice to assume
that:


o Increase the trainee dogs’ interest in the task, or
encourage them to copy the experienced dogs,
improving training efficiency (e.g. allow trainee
dogs to watch other dogs conducting odour
identification (ID) training).
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o Encourage the trainee dogs to learn to accept
new working environments more quickly (e.g.
allow trainee dogs to watch experienced dogs
enjoying working in noisy environments).
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Figure 1. Learning involving imprinting is most
obvious in animals such as water birds, where the
young quickly learn to follow the mother very
closely, but also occurs in puppies. Third party
images reproduced with permission of the owners.

Allowing trainee dogs to see experienced dogs
enjoying their training and work may:



Puppies are likely to learn certain preferences from
watching and interacting with their mothers and so
allowing puppies to see their mothers working,
accepting being handled etc. may help to improve
their general suitability as working dogs in later life.



Dogs may gradually learn undesirable behaviours
from watching other dogs performing them, so it
may be best to avoid dogs regularly seeing other
dogs performing undesirable behaviours (e.g.
frequently watching other dogs behave
aggressively).

Associative learning

Classical conditioning
Classical conditioning, also known as ‘Pavlovian
conditioning’, occurs when a dog learns that a normally
unimportant (‘neutral’) stimulus reliably pre-empts or
occurs together with another important stimulus that the
dog already has natural response to. Once learning has
occurred, the dog will react to the neutral stimulus with
the same behaviours and/or physiological responses as
to the important stimulus. The terms used for the
different stages of classical conditioning are explained in
Figure 2.
Working dogs form classically-conditioned associations
all the time, and these can be both desirable and
undesirable. Unlike operant conditioning (see next
section), classical conditioning is involuntary - the
process does not involve voluntary behaviours by the
dog, and it has no control over the learning process.
Examples may include:

Most dog training involves the dog learning links
(associations) between different stimuli and
consequences that they either like (pleasant, enjoyable
events) or dislike (unpleasant events or the removal of
something pleasant). The two main types of associative
learning are ‘classical’ and ‘operant’ conditioning.
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A detection dog does not react to a ‘clicker’
sound (neutral stimulus) when it first hears it.
When being introduced to clicker training, the
‘click’ sound is quickly followed by a food reward
(unconditioned stimulus), which tastes nice
and makes the dog excited (unconditioned
response). With repetition, the dog becomes

Before classical conditioning

1. Trainee detection dog does not
react to having a working harness
(neutral stimulus) put on.

2. Trainee detection dog is excited
(unconditioned response) when it
plays with a ball (unconditioned
stimulus).

During classical conditioning

After classical conditioning

3. The dog has several training
sessions where it enjoys the work and
receives tennis ball rewards while
wearing the harness.

4. The dog now becomes excited (now
a conditioned response) as soon as
the harness (now a conditioned
stimulus) is put on. The dog has
learnt that the harness means that a
fun training session with exciting ball
rewards is about to happen.

Figure 2. Example of classical conditioning, explaining the main terms used.

excited (conditioned response) when it hears
the ‘click’ alone (conditioned stimulus) as it
has learnt that it pre-empts the arrival of food
[2].
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A detection dog does not usually react to some
odour ID test equipment (neutral stimulus).
During a training session, there are some
sudden loud vehicle noises (unconditioned
stimulus) from a nearby warehouse, which
scare the dog (unconditioned response). The
dog learns to associate the odour ID test
equipment (conditioned stimulus) with the
loud, scary noises. The next training session,
the dog reacts fearfully (conditioned response)
to the odour ID test equipment even though
there are no longer any vehicle noises.

Operant conditioning
‘Operant conditioning’, also known as ‘instrumental
conditioning’ or ‘trial and error learning’, is probably the
main type of learning used during working dog training
(Figure 3). It is where a dog learns an association
between its own voluntary actions and a consequence.
The type of consequence affects the probability that the
dog will repeat the behaviour (Table 2).
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If the consequence is something that the dog
likes, the behaviour is reinforced/strengthened
and they are more likely to do the same
behaviour again.
If the consequence is something the dog
dislikes, the behaviour is weakened and they
are less likely to repeat it.

The ‘trial and error’ aspect of the learning occurs
because it relies on the dog trying out different
behaviours and gradually noticing that certain
behaviours lead to specific consequences. However,
trainers often directly guide the behaviour to encourage
the dog to learn the association more quickly, reducing
the ‘trial and error’ element.
Reinforcement and punishment during operant
conditioning
During operant conditioning the ‘consequence’ of the
dog’s behaviour determines how quickly learning occurs
and whether the behaviour is more or less likely to be
repeated. The terms used for different types of
consequence are explained in Table 2.

Figure 3. The majority of working dog training
involves reward-based operant conditioning.

Table 2. Summary of the different types of outcome that cause operant conditioning learning to take place. Green
shading = recommended training technique, red shading = not recommended training technique, amber shading =
requires advice from experienced practitioners before use.
Positive

Negative

Stimulus applied

Stimulus removed

Reinforcement

Positive Reinforcement

Negative Reinforcement

Increases the
frequency or strength
of the behaviour

A rewarding stimulus (something the dog
enjoys or needs – e.g. food, play, praise)
occurs/is gained in response to the dog
carrying out a specific (usually desirable)
behaviour. This increases the likelihood that
the behaviour will be repeated in the future.

An aversive stimulus (something the dog
dislikes – e.g. a choke chain being tightened)
stops or is removed when the dog performs a
specific (usually desirable) behaviour (e.g. the
pressure from the choke chain is released
when the dog walks to heel). This increases
the likelihood that the behaviour will be
repeated in the future.

This is the recommended method for the
majority of dog training.
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This method of reinforcement is strongly
discouraged on ethical, welfare and
performance grounds.
Punishment

Positive Punishment

Negative Punishment

Decreases the
frequency or strength
of the behaviour

An aversive stimulus (something the dog
dislikes – e.g. shouting at the dog, using a
shock collar) occurs or is applied in response
to the dog carrying out a specific (usually
undesirable) behaviour. This decreases the
likelihood that the behaviour will be repeated in
the future.

A rewarding stimulus (something the dog
enjoys or needs – e.g. a toy or human
attention) stops or is removed when the dog
performs a specific (usually undesirable)
behaviour. This decreases the likelihood that
the behaviour will be repeated in the future.

This method of reinforcement is strongly
discouraged on ethical, welfare and
performance grounds.
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Any training involving this technique is best
planned and used in agreement with an
experienced trainer or certified animal
behaviourist.

Dog training should primarily involve positive
reinforcement (reward) based methods to encourage
desirable behaviours. This is because a reward-based
approach:









Helps to meet ethical and legal animal welfare
requirements.
Is usually the most effective training method, in
terms of speed of learning and sustainability of
the trained behaviours.
Is the clearest and least ambiguous approach
for dogs to understand.
Encourages dogs to try different behaviours,
speeding up operant conditioning.
Encourages the development of a better doghandler working relationship.
Produces more confident, motivated,
predictable and effective working dogs.
Enables any training issues to be resolved
more easily.

Examples of operant conditioning
A detection dog searching a training venue
smells a new target odour and pauses next to it
to investigate. The handler immediately throws a
tennis ball to the dog, providing positive
reinforcement. The next time the dog smells this
odour during training, it tries pausing for longer
and the handler again throws a tennis ball. With
repetition, the dog learns that performing a
freeze indication next to the odour leads to a ball
reward.



A trainee patrol dog sees a strange person
running on the other side of a security fence and
decides to bark at them. The handler
immediately gives the dogs praise and attention,
providing positive reinforcement. With repetition,
the dog learns that barking at strangers
approaching a security fence leads to positive
attention and praise from the handler.
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Choosing a positive reinforcer (reward)
Rewards used during operant conditioning can be
anything the animal likes (e.g. toys/balls, play, food,
praise and social contact). Different dogs will be
motivated to different extents by different rewards.
The ‘value’ of a reward to the dog will also change
over time depending on the dog’s needs (e.g. a bored
dog may initially be highly motivated by play/toy
rewards; later the same dog may be tired and hungry
and more motivated by food rewards). Getting the
best from training and operational sessions involves
careful choice of rewards for the individual dog and
circumstances.



A detection dog searching a training venue is
approaching an area containing a training
sample, when it notices its handler getting a
tennis ball ready to throw. The dog tries its
freeze indication and the handler immediately
throws the ball, reinforcing this behaviour. The
next time the dog notices the handler getting the
ball ready to throw, the dog again tries its freeze
indication and immediately receives the ball
reward. With repetition, the dog learns to
perform a freeze indication as soon as it sees or
hears the handler preparing the tennis ball. Note
– this is an example of how positive
reinforcement can be accidentally misused, as
the handler is unintentionally reinforcing an
undesirable behaviour (see the ‘double blind
training’ guidance note [3] for advice on avoiding
this ‘cueing’ issue).

Other important animal learning terminology
To get the most from training sessions and maximise operational capability, it is useful to understand a number of
other learning terms/concepts. Further details on these are available in the other suggested guidance notes.
Reinforcement schedules are the frequency or the intervals with which desirable behaviours are rewarded.
Different reinforcement schedules can be helpful to maintain detection dog operational performance (see
‘maintaining operational performance’ guidance note [4]).
Extinction occurs when a previously learnt association no longer has a consequence (e.g. is no longer rewarded),
causing the dog to reduce its response and eventually stop doing the behaviour. This is important when attempting to
reduce problematic behaviours. Is it also important to avoid accidental extinction of desirable behaviours (e.g. if a
detection dog is never rewarded operationally its detection behaviour in this environment may decline [4]).
Contextual cues can cause a dog to learn associations which are specific to the scenario or environment in which
they occur. For example, dogs may use contextual cues in the training venue (the appearance of the room, presence
of training equipment, presence of the instructor etc.) to learn that they are rewarded frequently in their training
venue but not during operational searches, causing them to be more motivated to search effectively in the former.
This is why it is important to train in many different environments and scenarios (e.g. different venues, weather, times
of day, with different observers present). Moveable cues, such as a harness/lead that the dog associates with
working, can help to reduce this issue [4].
Cue competition occurs if a dog learns to use different cues to get a reward, rather than the ones the handler/trainer
wants it to use. Issues related to this are covered in the ‘double-blind training’ [3] and ‘contamination control’ [5]
guidance notes.
Generalisation occurs when a dog’s learned response to one stimulus also occurs in response to another stimulus
that is similar but not identical. It is useful to train detection dogs so that they generalise to variations in target
material odours (see the ‘generalisation’ guidance note [6]).
Contiguity refers to how strongly a stimulus and consequence are linked. Learning an association is more likely to
occur if the stimulus and consequence occur close together, which is why timing and accuracy of rewards during
detection dog training is very important.
Splitting, shaping and chaining are techniques to try to speed up and focus the process of operant conditioning,
reducing the amount of ‘trial and error’ required by the animal.
Splitting: Breaking a training goal down into smaller component behaviours or training goals.
Shaping: Reinforcing any gradual step (change in behaviour) made by the animal towards the desired behaviour.
Chaining: Training each component behaviour separately and then joining these together to reach the desired
training goal.
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Examples of these techniques are provided in the ‘marker training’ guidance note [2].
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Top tips



Include a basic introduction to animal learning in
handler training courses (with a particular focus on
effective positive reinforcement training).



During detection dog training and operational
searches, try to keep in mind what the dog might be
learning (about the odours it is detecting/cues in the
environment etc.) and how this may affect its
operational performance.





Associated guides and information

Problem behaviours resulting from learnt
associations can be difficult to overcome - consider
seeking advice from a certified animal behaviour
practitioner (particularly for fear and aggression
related issues) [1].
Learning and animal training is a complex subject.
If, having read this note, you wish to explore the
topics in more detail, consider reading additional
information sources, some general introductions to
animal training (e.g. [7, 8]) and/or undertake a
recognised course in animal learning.

[1] https://abtc.org.uk/
[2] An introduction to marker training.
Dstl/PUB127875
www.cpni.gov.uk/canine-detection-guidancenotes
[3] Why you should train and test detection dogs
‘double-blind’. DSTL/PUB104178
www.cpni.gov.uk/canine-detection-guidancenotes
[4] Maintaining the operational performance of
detection dogs. DSTL/PUB104771
www.cpni.gov.uk/canine-detection-guidancenotes
[5] Why and how to control contamination.
DSTL/PUB89644
www.cpni.gov.uk/canine-detection-guidancenotes
[6] How to train your dog to generalise across
varying types and sizes of targets.
DSTL/PUB89074
www.cpni.gov.uk/canine-detection-guidancenotes
[7] Pryor, K. (2006). Don't Shoot the Dog! The New
Art of Teaching and Training, Revised Edition.
Ringpress Books Ltd.
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[8] Bailey, B. (2006). The Fundamentals of Animal
Training (DVD). Dog Sports Video
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